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FFentanentanyl, Inc. : How Rogue Chemists Are Creating the Deadliest Wyl, Inc. : How Rogue Chemists Are Creating the Deadliest Waavve of the Opioid Epidemice of the Opioid Epidemic by Ben
Westhoff
An in-depth investigation into the dangerous world of synthetic drugs predicts a next wave in the opioid epidemic while examining the
roles of black-market Chinese drug factories, European harm reduction activists and American dealers and users.

PPermanent Recordermanent Record by Arthur King
In 2013, twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden shocked the world when he broke with the American intelligence establishment and
revealed that the United States government was secretly pursuing the means to collect every single phone call, text message, and email.
The result would be an unprecedented system of mass surveillance with the ability to pry into the private lives of every person on earth.
Six years later, Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this system and why he was moved to expose it.

Inside Out : A MemoirInside Out : A Memoir by Demi Moore
In this deeply candid and reflective memoir, Moore pulls back the curtain and opens up about her career and personal life--laying bare
her tumultuous relationship with her mother, her marriages, her struggles balancing stardom with raising a family, and her journey
toward open heartedness.

The Education of an IdealistThe Education of an Idealist by Samantha Power
The Pulitzer Prize winner and former U.N. Ambassador traces her journey from an Irish immigrant to a human rights activist, sharing
insights into her career as a war correspondent and her influential views on foreign policy.

BetrBetraayyal in Berlin: the Tal in Berlin: the True Story of the Cold Wrue Story of the Cold War's Most Audacious Espionage Operar's Most Audacious Espionage Operationation by Steve
Vogel
The author of The Pentagon draws on extensive research in the remarkable true story of the Berlin Tunnel, one of the West's greatest
operations of the Cold War, and the dangerous Soviet mole who betrayed it.

Dog is LDog is Loovve : Whe : Why and How Yy and How Your Dog Lour Dog Loovves Yes Youou by Clive D. L Wynne
A pioneering canine behaviorist draws on cutting-edge research to show that a single, simple trait--the capacity to love--is what makes
dogs such perfect companions for humans, and to explain how people can better reciprocate their affection.

Indebted : How Families MakIndebted : How Families Make College We College Work at Anork at Any Costy Cost by Caitlin Zaloom
Taking readers into the homes of middle-class families to reveal the hidden consequences of student debt and the ways that financing
college has transformed family life, the author describes the profound moral conflicts for parents take on enormous debts and gamble on
an investment that might not pay off.
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Elements of Fiction : Meditations on the Structure of ReElements of Fiction : Meditations on the Structure of Revvelationelation by Walter Mosley
The award-winning author of the Easy Rawlins series presents a follow-up to This Year You Write Your Novel that offers conversational,
instructive chapters demonstrating the essential elements of fiction, from character and plot development to context and description

HivHivemind : Thinking Alikemind : Thinking Alike in a Divided We in a Divided Worldorld by Sarah Rose Cavanagh
Leading a narrative journey from the Charlottesville riots to Facebook—and considering such diverse topics as zombies, neuroscience
and honeybees—a psychologist and emotion-regulation specialist explains how social technology is reshaping the way we socialize.

Audience of One : TAudience of One : Teleelevision, Donald Tvision, Donald Trump, and the Prump, and the Politics of Illusionolitics of Illusion by James Poniewozik
The New York Times chief television critic documents the history of mass media from the early 1980s through today, revealing how
Donald Trump merged with America's most powerful medium to orchestrate his reinvention as a world leader

MonsterMonster, She Wrote : The W, She Wrote : The Women Who Pioneered Horror and Speculativomen Who Pioneered Horror and Speculative Fictione Fiction by Lisa Kroger
Meet the women writers who defied convention to craft some of literature's strangest tales, from Frankenstein to The Haunting of Hill
House and beyond. Curated reading lists point readers to their most spine-chilling tales.

All the PAll the Powers of Earth : The Powers of Earth : The Political Life of Abrolitical Life of Abraham Lincoln Vaham Lincoln Vol. III, 1856-1860ol. III, 1856-1860 by Sidney Blumenthal
Volume three of an acclaimed biography of Lincoln explores how he won the nomination of the new Republican Party, became
commander-in-chief and ended slavery. By the author of A Self-made Man and Wrestling With His Angel. Illustrations.

If YIf You Livou Lived Here Yed Here You’ou’d Be Home bd Be Home by Now : Why Now : Why Wy We Te Trraded the Commuting Life for a Little House onaded the Commuting Life for a Little House on
the Prthe Prairieairie by Christopher Ingraham
The author chronicles his adventures of moving to Red Lake County, Minnesota—“the absolute worst place to live in America,”—where he
and his family experienced incredible lifestyle changes and learned important life lessons.

Joseph and the WJoseph and the Waay of Fy of Forgivorgiveness : a Biblical Teness : a Biblical Tale Retoldale Retold by Stephen Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell's gift is to breathe new life into ancient classics. In Joseph and the Way of Forgiveness, he offers us his riveting
novelistic version of the Biblical tale in which Jacob's favorite son is sold into slavery and eventually becomes viceroy of Egypt.
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